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ABSTRACT
Simultaneous electric field and plasma observations with
the low-altitude, polar orbiting satellite Injun 5 have provided
a comprehensive survey of convection electric fields and their
association with magnetospheric plasma phenomena. The most promi-
nent features of the convection electric fields are reversals
located at high magnetic latitudes, with generally anti-sunward
convection poleward and sunward convection equatorward of the
electric field reversal location. The electric field reversal is
interpreted as the boundary between open and closed magnetic field
lines.
During local day the electric field reversal is observed to
coincide with the equatorward boundary of the polar cusp. The plasma
flow in the dayside polar cusp region is dominantly east-west, away
from the stagnation point, with convection velocities typically
~ 1 km (sec)~ . At local evening "inverted V" electron precipitation
bands are observed near or at the position of the electric field
reversal. In the local late-evening sector the electric field re-
versal becomes less distinct and often no single, well-defined elec-
tric field reversal can be identified. In all cases the "inverted V"
electron precipitation events are closely associated with large,
typically > 30 mV (m) , irregular electric field fluctuations with
time scales of a few seconds or less. Often these fluctuations comprise
distinct "spikes" of a few seconds duration or less, which can be
identified with distinct boundaries or other features of the electron
precipitation. In the local midnight sector convection electric
fields > 50 mV (m) associated with plasma-sheet electrons have
been observed extending deep into the magnetosphere, equatorward of
the electron (E > h5 keV) trapping boundary. These convection elec-
tric fields are characterized by considerably smaller fluctuations
relative to those observed within the "inverted V" electron precipita-
tion bands.
To investigate the electric field and plasma interrelationships
during a polar magnetic substorm, a series of passes obtained prior
to and during a substorm is presented. Large, anti-sunward convection
velocities were detected over the polar cap several tens of minutes
before the onset of the expansive phase of the substorm. These
convection velocities gradually decreased during the decay phase of
the substorm. Our measurements of enhanced anti-sunward flow over the
polar cap region are generally consistent with several current ideas
concerning the origin of substorms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Electric field measurements with satellites [Cauffman and
Gurnett, 1971; Heppner, 1972] and ionized Barium cloud releases
[Haerendel and Lust, 1970; Wescott et al., 1969] have now established
the primary features of magnetospheric plasma convection at low
altitudes over the auroral zones and polar caps. See, for example,
the reviews by Cauffman and Gurnett [1972] and Haerendel [1971]-
Similarly, extensive measurements of low-energy auroral charged
particles also have been acquired [see the review by Hultqvist, 1969]
and a comprehensive spatial survey of the energy spectra and in-
tensities of auroral charged particles has been presented by Frank and
Ackerson [I972a]. However, until recently only a few simultaneous meas-
urements of convection electric fields and auroral particle precipitation
have been available for studying the relationship between these phenomena.
In a previous paper [Frank and Gurnett, 1971] an initial
investigation of electric fields and charged particle observations
was presented using data from the low-altitude satellite Injun 5 for
orbits passing through the dawn-dusk local time sectors. This initial
study revealed several important relationships between convection
electric fields and the charged particle intensities. In .particular,
the "trapping boundary" for electrons with energies ^  U5 keV was found
to be coincident with a reversal in the east-west direction of the
plasma flow commonly observed in the high-latitude convection pattern,
and intense "inverted V" electron precipitation bands of the type
reported by Frank and Ackerson [1971] were observed at or poleward
of the trapping boundary. The purpose of this paper is to present a
detailed study of the relationship between electric fields and the
auroral charged particle precipitation, particularly on the dayside
of the magnetosphere and in the region of the intense "inverted V"
electron precipitation bands which most frequently constitute the
primary auroral particle precipitation in the local afternoon and
evening sectors. These latter observations will utilize the substantial
telemetry capability of Injun 5 to make simultaneous, high-time
resolution measurements of electric fields and auroral particle pre-
cipitation. A series of electric field and plasma observations
obtained during a polar magnetic substorm is also analyzed to provide
further information on the dynamical behavior of the magnetosphere
during magnetic disturbances.
II. INSTRUMENTATION
The satellite Injun 5 was launched on August 8, 1968, into a
near-polar orbit with an apogee altitude of 2528 km and a perigee
altitude of 677 km. The electric field sensors on Injun 5 comprise
two conducting spheres mounted on booms with a center-to-center
separation of 2.85 meters. The spacecraft is oriented by a bar
magnet within the spacecraft such that the electric antenna axis
is always maintained approximately perpendicular to the local geo-
magnetic field vector. The electric field component parallel to the
electric antenna axis is determined by measuring the potential diff-
erence between the spheres with a high-impedance voltmeter. See
Gurnett et al. [1969] for a complete description of the electric
field instrumentation on Injun 5- To determine the convection elec-
-> -»
trie field in the plasma the V x B electric field caused by the
s
spacecraft motion through the ionosphere and small instrumental
errors must be subtracted from the measured electric field. Gen-
erally the accuracy of the convection electric field determination
is limited to approximately +30 mV (m) by errors due to
asymmetrical sunlight shadowing of the spheres by the supporting
booms. However, for certain orientations and when the spacecraft
is rotating very slowly} the accuracy of the electric field
determination is much better, approximately +10 mV (m) or less [see
discussions by Cauffman and Gurnett, 1971]- Except where noted all
of the electric field data presented in this paper are selected for
conditions when the convection electric field can be determined to
an accuracy of +10 mV (m) or less.
Simultaneous measurements of electron and proton intensities
within the energy range of 5 ^ E< 50,000 eV are provided by two
Low-Energy Proton and Electron Differential Energy Analyzers
(abbreviated LEPEDEA). These two electrostatic analyzers provide
simultaneous measurements of the differential energy spectrums of
proton and electron intensities within fields-of-view centered at
pitch angles a = 0° and a = 90°. Directional intensities of more
energetic (E > U5 keV) electrons are measured with a companion
set of thin-windowed, Geiger-Mueller tubes. The spacecraft
carries a tape recorder with a bit rate of 800 bits (sec)
for worldwide spatial surveys and has a high bit-rate mode of
operation at 2^ ,000 bits (sec)" for high-temporal resolution studies.
Further description of the satellite and its charged particle instru-
mentation is given by Frank and Ackerson [1971]-
8III. POLAR CUSP OBSERVATIONS
From the observations of Frank [I9?la] it is known that plasma
from the dayside magnetosheath has direct access into the high-
latitude magnetosphere through a region called the polar cusp.
To illustrate the general relationship between the charged particle
intensities and convection electric fields in the polar cusp region
three polar passes have been selected for presentation. These
passes were selected for presentation entirely on the basis of the
quality of the electric field observations and without reference to
the related charged particle intensities so that no known bias is present
in the charged particle/electric field relationships shown. In each case
it was required that the accuracy of the electric field determination
be better than +10 mV (m)~ and that a clearly defined electric field
reversal, representative of the high-latitude electric fields observed
with Injun 5, he detectable.
Figure 1 illustrates a meridional pass through the high-
latitude dayside magnetosphere in the local early-afternoon sector.
The polar cusp region, shown shaded in Figure 1, is easily identified
in this case by the enhanced intensities of low-energy electrons
(105 < E^ 185 eV) and protons (290 < E< ^55 eV) at 0850:10 to
0852:10 UT, From the intensities of electrons with energies
E > U5 keV at pitch angles a = 90° shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 1 it is seen that the polar cusp is located just poleward of
the electron (E > U5 keV) trapping boundary. This relationship
is typical of polar cusp observations previously reported by Frank
and Ackerson [1971, 1972a] . The polar cusp identification in this
case is further supported by the simultaneous occurrence of
broad-band VLF hiss in the polar cusp, as shown in the top panel
of Figure 1. Gurnett and Frank [197?] have demonstrated that broad-
band VLF hiss, of the type shown in Figure 1, is associated with
the relatively intense fluxes, dJ/dE ^  10 to Hr (cm -sec-:sr-eV)~ ,
of low-energy (~ 100 eV) electrons in the polar cusp.
The electric field measurements for this pass are shown
in the second panel from the top in Figure 1.' The convection electric
field, E , is given by the difference between the measured electric
field (solid line) and the v x "S field (dashed line). Because of the
s
slow rotation rate of the spacecraft and the absence of sunlight
shadowing errors the convection electric field can be determined with
exceptionally good accuracy, ~ 5 mV (m) , during this pass. A
clearly defined electric field reversal is evident at 0850:10 UT,
coincident with the electron (E > *4-5 keV) trapping boundary and with
the equatorward boundary of the polar cusp within the temporal resolu-
tion of these survey measurements. The spacecraft orientation near
the reversal region is such that the electric antenna is measuring
the north-south component of the convection electric field. The
corresponding directions for the plasma convection velocity components
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are shown in the magnetic local time-invariant latitude (MLT-INV)
polar diagram of Figure 2. The arrows in Figure 2 are in the directions
of the convection velocity component detected and the length of the
arrows is proportional to the magnitude of the convection velocity
computed from V = E /B, where E is the magnitude of the convection
c> c* \*
electric field component detected and B is the scalar value of the
local geomagnetic field. The negative electric field component of
about 25 mV (m)~ at 085! UT, poleward of the electric field reversal,
corresponds to the eastward convection velocity component of about
1 km (sec) . Equatorward of the electric field reversal the con-
vection is westward, toward the sun. Note from Figure 1 that
although the maximum low-energy electron and proton intensities
occur very near the electric field reversal, measurable proton
intensities associated with the polar cusp are observed throughout
the region of eastward (anti-sunward) convection poleward of the
reversal. Over the polar cap, at about 0852:00 to 0857:00 UT, no
convection electric fields greater than about 10 mV (m) are
detectable. In the post-midnight sector a large region of westward
convection is observed extending from 0857:00 to 0905:00 UT.
Figure 3 shows two additional polar passes selected to further
demonstrate the relationship between convection electric fields and
charged particle intensities in the polar cusp. The first pass,
orbit 756l, is very close to the local noon meridian. The polar
cusp, shown shaded in Figure 3, is identified again by the-dramatic
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enhancement of intensities of low-energy protons with energies
290 < E < 1*55 eV and 1030 < E < l6lO eV, and electrons with energies
UOO < E< 705 eV, at 0830:00 to 0832:00 UT. The magnetic local
time at the time of passage through the polar cusp is about 12.4
hours. The low-energy electron intensities in the polar cusp occur
in a narrow latitudinal band, ~ 2° wide, adjacent to and poleward of
the electron (E > 4-5 keV) trapping boundary. The low-energy proton
intensities are present in a somewhat broader latitudinal band, ~ 3°
wide, which extends slightly poleward of the low-energy electron
precipitation region. The characteristic soft energy spectrum of the
polar cusp protons is evident in Figure 3 from the relative intensities
of 290 < E< U55-eV and 1030 < E< l6lO-eV protons.
The electric field for orbit 756l has a clearly defined re-
versal located at 0830:00 UT. From Figure 3 it is seen that this
electric field reversal is coincident with the location of the elec-
tron (E > ^5 keV) trapping boundary within the temporal resolution of
these survey measurements. The MLT-INV polar diagram for the
convection velocity components associated with this electric field
reversal is shown in Figure 4. Equatorward of the electric field
reversal a small zone of eastward convection is observed in a region
of substantial electron (E > 1*5 keV) intensities at a = 90° •
Poleward of the electric field reversal there is a larger zone of
generally westward plasma convection in a region void of electron
(E > 1*5 keV) intensities. The polar-cusp plasma is located within
this region of westward plasma convection just poleward of the electric
12
field reversal and the electron (E > U5 keV) trapping boundary. At
higher latitudes the convection velocity component decreases until it
is essentially zero over the polar cap at 0833:00 to 08^ 0:00 UT. It is
important to note that the orientation of the electric field antenna
changes by more than 90° over the polar cap so that any convection elec-
tric field greater than about 10 mV (m) should have been detected.
The second pass, orbit 6802, shown in Figure 3 is selected as
an example of a polar cusp observation in the local morning sector
at ~ 0900 MLT. In this case the polar cusp location is best identi-
fied by the increase in the low-energy electron intensities. The low-
energy proton intensities observed in the polar cusp region during
this pass are seen to be much lower than the two cases discussed above.
The reduced low-energy proton intensities at this local time are typical
of polar cusp observations at local times more than about 3 hours from
local noon [Frank and Ackerson, 1972a]. The low-energy electron
intensities in the polar cusp are again positioned in a narrow
latitudinal band, about 3° wide, poleward of and adjacent to the
electron (E > U5 keV) trapping boundary.
The convection electric field observed on orbit 6802 has a
clearly defined reversal located at 222k:20 UT. From Figure 3
it is seen that the electric field reversal is again coincident with
the electron (E > k5 keV) trapping boundary and the maximum polar-cusp
electron and proton intensities. The convection velocity components
associated with this electric field reversal are shown in the MLT-INV
polar diagram of Figure 5« Equatorward of the electric field reversal a
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zone of eastward (sunward) convection is observed. This zone of sunward
convection is within the region of measurable intensities of
mirroring electrons (E > U5 keV) equatorward of the trapping boundary.
Poleward of the electric field reversal a larger zone of westward
(anti-sunward) plasma convection is observed. This westward convection
zone extends one or two degrees in latitude poleward of the detectable
polar cusp plasma. Because of the low intensities of the polar-cusp
protons relative to those of the local noon sector, it is difficult
to accurately determine the poleward extent of the polar-cusp plasma
<
at this local time solely from charged particle measurements.
IV. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE POIAR CUSP OBSERVATIONS
As shown by Cauffman and Gurnett [1972], the plasma convection
in the dayside high-latitude auroral zone is primarily east-west and
comprises a poleward zone and an equatorward zone separated by an
electric field reversal. The east-west directions of the plasma
convection are opposite in these two zones. Except in the region
within about +2 hours of local noon, the east-west convection component
is generally away from the sun in the poleward zone and toward the
sun in the equatorward zone. The convection zones are generally
only a few degrees wide in latitude near local noon, but increase
considerably in width toward local evening and morning. In some
cases the region of anti-sunward convection can expand over the entire
polar region with relatively uniform anti-sunward convection velocities
from dawn to dusk. In most cases, however, the anti-sunward con-
vection is relatively non-uniform with the maximum convection velocities
occurring in the region just poleward of the electric field reversal,
particularly in the local dawn sector of the auroral zone (see Figure 7
of Cauffman and Gurnett [1971], for example). The observed plasma
convection pattern is broadly .consistent with the .flow pattern ex- _ .. ..
pected in the magnetospheric model recently proposed by us [Frank,
1971 a, b; Frank and Gurnett, 1971J, which employs Dungey's [1961]
concept of merging of geomagnetic field lines with those of the
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interplanetary magnetic field to provide access of magnetosheath
plasma to the magnetospheric interior. In this interpretation, the
electric field reversal occurs on the magnetic field line connecting
with the merging region, the anti-sunward flow poleward of the
electric field reversal is on "open" magnetic field lines which
connect into the magnetosheath and solar wind, and the sunward flow
equatorward of the electric field reversal corresponds to the return
flow of "closed" magnetic field lines within the magnetosphere.
Within about +2 hours of local noon, the east-west sense of the flow
at low altitudes is not persistently the same on successive passes
at a given magnetic local time, presumably due to the variations in
the position of the distant neutral point at the magnetopause and
the angle of attack of the solar wind.
The plasma convection observations shown in Figures 2 and k
provide an excellent illustration of the convection pattern generally
found on the dayside of the magnetosphere. The convection directions
near the reversal at 0850:10 UT in Figure 2 are representative of
conditions when the stagnation point is located west of the magnetic
meridian through the spacecraft, thereby producing eastward convection
away from the stagnation point on the poleward side of the reversal,
and a westward return flow toward the stagnation point on the equator-
ward side of the reversal, as would be expected at this local time
(~ 13.6 hours MLT). The convection directions observed for the
reversal at 0830:00 UT in Figure U, very close to local noon, are the
opposite of those shown in Figure 2, indicating that in this case the
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stagnation point is located east of the spacecraft. Other observations
[Cauffman and Gurnett, 1972] near local noon demonstrate that there is
about equal probability of eastward or westward convection velocities
in this region. The convection directions for the electric field re-
versal at 222^ :20 UT in Figure 5 indicate that in this case the stag-
nation point is east of the spacecraft, as would be expected at this
local time (~ 8.7 hours MLT).
The polar cusp observations shown in Figures 2 and 5, together
with the examples previously published by Gurnett and Frank [1972],
provide a remarkably consistent picture of the association between
convection electric fields and the polar cusp plasma. These measure-
ments show that in all cases the electric field reversal is coincident,
to within the accuracy of the determination, with the electron (E > ^5 keV)
trapping boundary. The low-energy, polar-cusp protons with energies
of several hundreds of eV are found to occur in a narrow latitudinal band,
typically about 2° wide, located just poleward of the electron (E > 1+5 keV)
trapping boundary and extending into the region of anti-sunward flow
poleward of the electric field reversal. It should be noted that
without the full range of diagnostic capabilities available from Injun 5,
it would be difficult to clearly determine the latitudinal width of
the polar cusp region with the low-energy plasma observations alone.
For example, for orbit 7561 of Figure 3 the low-energy (1030 < E <
1610 eV) proton intensities are significantly above the background
levels at 0827:00 to 0832:00 UT. Both the convection electric field
and the electron (E > 45 keV) measurements, however, provide compelling
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evidence that the protons at 0827:00 to 0830:00 UT are on closed
field lines within the magnetosphere and cannot be identified as polar
cusp plasma. The relatively hard energy spectrum of the protons
compared to the soft energy spectrum of the polar-cusp protons, evident
in Figure 2, adds further confirming evidence of the proper identifi-
cation of these two plasma regimes. Difficulties in distinguishing
between these two plasma regimes because of limited diagnostic
capabilities are believed to account for the large widths (~ 5°) of
the polar cusp observations by Heikkila and Winningham .[1971] compared
to the typical polar cusp widths (~ 2°) obtained from Injun 5 (see
also Frank and Ackerson [I972a]).
The low-energy (~ 100 eV), polar-cusp electrons are observed
in a narrow latitudinal band, typically < 2° wide, located within the
low-energy proton band, with peak intensities usually near the
equatorward boundary. A relatively rare example for which the polar
cusp plasma is separated into a distinct equatorward "electron sheet"
and a poleward "proton sheet", as is more often observed in the distant
polar cusp [Frank, 1971a], is given in Figure 1 of Gurnett and Frank
[1972]. At the low altitudes of Injun 5, however, the electron band
is usually embedded within the proton band as in Figures 1 and 3-
Typically the maximum intensities of low-energy, polar-cusp electrons
are observed to be coincident with the electron (E > U5 keV) trapping
boundary and the electric field reversal.
Since the low-energy protons in the polar cusp are identified
as the signature of the direct entry of magnetosheath plasma to low
18
altitudes, these observations show that the region of generally
anti-sunward plasma convection (away from the stagnation point)
poleward of the electric field reversal is on "open" magnetic field
lines which connect into the magnetosheath and solar wind. The
presence of measurable intensities of mirroring electrons with
energies ^  ^ 5 keV equatorward of the electric field reversal lends
considerable support to the interpretation that this region of
generally sunward plasma convection (toward the dayside magnetopause)
is on "closed" magnetic field lines. The intense fluxes of low-
energy (~ 100 eV to 1 keV) electrons often observed at the electric
field reversal are believed to result from electron acceleration
and heating in the merging region.
19
V. OBSERVATIONS OF AURORAL PRECIPITATION IN THE LOCAL EVENING
Frank and Ackerson [I972a] have found that when the low-
energy electron precipitation band observed in the polar cusp is
followed around into the local evening the average energy of the
precipitated electrons increases to several keV or more. These
electron precipitation bands are observed to have a characteristic
inverted 'V energy-time signature with the average electron energy
increasing to a maximum and subsequently decreasing as the spacecraft
passes through the precipitation region [Frank and Ackerson, 1971].
During periods of relative magnetic quiescence these "inverted V"
events provide the primary charged particle energy input into the
auroral zone in the local afternoon and evening and have been
directly associated with visible auroral arcs [Ackerson and Frank, 1972].
To determine the relationship between the "inverted V"
electron precipitation events and convection electron fields we have
examined the observations from about 50 passes over the auroral zone
at local afternoon and evening. Because the duration of the "inverted V"
events is often only a few tens of seconds or less, only measurements
acquired via the high bit-rate mode of operation were used in this
part of the study. Since the telemetry station viewing range for
high bit-rate acquisition is greatest when the satellite position
attains its highest altitudes, most of this telemetry was obtained
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at relatively high altitudes (^  1500 km). Because the electron
densities at high altitudes are often too low for satisfactory
operation of the electric field experiment, the selection of high
bit-rate telemetry suitable for electric field/charged particle
comparisons was correspondingly limited. Essentially no auroral zone
measurements obtained at altitudes above about 1800 km during local
winter could be used because of the substantial levels of electric
field "noise" commonly detected in this region [Cauffman and Gurnett,
1971]• Only measurements within regions where the electron densities
o _Q
are greater than about 10 electrons (cm) were considered satis-
factory for the electric field determinations in this study. Most of
the observations examined here were obtained over the northern
hemisphere during the summer of 19&9-
From the cases studied a series of four passes has been
selected to illustrate relationships which were either commonly
observed or otherwise of special interest, as will be noted. The
spacecraft orientation and rotation rate in each of these cases are
such that the electric field can be determined with excellent accuracy,
< 10 mV (m) , with no possibility of spurious effects such as errors
due to sunlight shadowing of the spheres or wake effects. Wo attempt
was made to select these passes on the basis of magnetic activity,
although in no case does the K index exceed 3« The passes are
discussed in order of increasing local time.
A. Orbit 5696
The first pass selected for presentation, orbit 5696, crossed
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the northern auroral zone in the local evening sector at 18.8 hours
magnetic local time. A color-coded energy-time spectrogram of the
precipitated (pitch angle a - 0°) electron intensities for this pass
is shown in Plate 1. The ordinate of this spectrogram is electron
energy in units of eV and the abscissa is Universal Time [Frank and
Ackerson, 1971]- The detector response is color-coded from "blue to
red (low to high detector responses) according to the log scale shown
on the right-hand side of the spectrogram. During this pass two intense
"inverted V" electron precipitation events are observed at about
0027:10 to 0028:30 UT. The average electron energy for the most
energetic of these events extends up to several keV and substantial
electron intensities can be seen at energies up to 15 keV which is
the upper limit for the spectrogram. The precipitated electron energy
fluxes during this pass are shown in the bottom panel of Figure 6.
The "inverted V" events are located poleward of the electron (E > ^5 keV)
trapping boundary which is indicated by the solid arrow at 0027:20
(+10 sec) UT. The region of lower electron intensities positioned
equatorward of the electron (E > ^5 keV) trapping boundary, spanning
the period 0026:20 to 0027:10 UT, and in the energy range extending up
to several keV is identified as the low-altitude signature of the plasma
sheet in the local evening sector [Ackerson and Frank, 1972]. The abrupt
decrease of the precipitated electron intensities to near background- - -
levels at 0027:35 (+5 sec) UT evident in both Plate 1 and Figure 6,
is not due to a loss of data or any other known instrumental effect.
These "holes" in the precipitated electron intensities are occasionally
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encountered near the "inverted V" events and are believed to be regions
where the high intensities of upgoing low-energy (~ 100 eV) electrons
reported by Gurnett and Prank [1972] occur.
The electric fields for this pass are shown in the top panel
of Figure 6. A highly structured, electric field reversal is evident
at 0027:U5 to 0028:05 UT as the spacecraft passes through the major
electron precipitation band. Although the relative variations in
the electric field are accurate to about +10 mV (m) the spacecraft
orientation on this pass cannot be determined with sufficient accuracy
(due to the short duration of the pass) to give the V x B field to
s
this accuracy. The V x B field is therefore not shown in Figure 6.
s
Our best estimates are that the maximum V x B fields are about
s
-75 raV (m)~ in the vicinity of the reversal. As indicated in Figure 6,
the electric antenna is oriented to detect the southeast-northwest
component of the electric field during this pass. The overall change
in the electric field at the position of the reversal (from northwest
to southeast with increasing latitude) is consistent with the
convection velocity directions usually observed at this local time
(i.e., sunward flow equatorward of the electric field reversal and
anti-sunward flow poleward of the electric field reversal). It is
evident from Figure 6 that the reversal in the electric field directions,
at about 0027:^ 5 to 0028:05 UT, occurs coincident with the location
of the most intense "inverted V" event encountered during this pass.
Many large, impulsive fluctuations in the electric field are observed
within and near the electric field reversal. As shown by the vertical
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guide lines in Figure 6, many of these impulsive variations appear to
be associated with distinct features, boundaries and maxima, of the
precipitated electron energy fluxes.
B. Orbit 3716
The second pass selected for presentation, orbit 3716, occurs
later in the local evening, at a local time of about 23.0 hours magnetic
local time. The energy-time spectrogram for the precipitated electron
intensities during this pass is shown in ELate 2. Several intense
"inverted V" electron precipitation events appear in the energy-time
spectrogram at 0702:20 to 0703:25 UT. The two most energetic of
these events have average electron energies of several keV and
substantial intensities at energies > 15 keV. At energies below
about 1 keV, the electron precipitation is a relatively continuous
band at 0702:20 to 0703:25 UT. As shown in the bottom panel of
Figure 7, peak precipitation energy fluxes for these "inverted V"
2 -1
events are about 20 to 30 ergs (cm -sec-sr) . The "inverted V"
electron precipitation events are again located poleward of the
electron (E > U5 keV) trapping boundary (see Figure 7).
The broad zone of lower electron intensities near and equator-
ward of the electron (E > *4-5 keV) trapping boundary, at about
0703:25 UT to the end of the pass at 0707:25 UT, is identified as
the low-altitude signature of the plasma sheet via the energy spectrums
and intensities of these precipitated electrons. As is seen from
Figure 7, the peak precipitated energy fluxes of the "inverted V"
events are factors of 5, or more, greater than the precipitated energy
fluxes of the plasma-sheet electrons.
Reference to the top panel of Figure 7 shows that the primary
convection electric fields observed on this pass are confined to the
region near the "inverted V" events. Because of the absence of sunlight
shadowing errors and the slow rotation of the spacecraft, the V x Bs
field can be determined with excellent accuracy, +10 mV (m) , on
this pass. No single, well-defined electric field reversal is evident
for this pass. However, a persistently southward electric field
component of up to ~ 50 mV (m) is observed from about 0701:30 to
0702:00 UT, just poleward of the "inverted V" events and a northward
electric field component of up to ~ 30 mV (m) is observed at 0703:25
to 0703:50, just equatorward of the "inverted V" events. These elec-
tric field directions correspond to eastward (anti-sunward) convection
on the poleward side of the "inverted V" events and westward (sunward)
convection equatorward of the "inverted V" events. These convection
directions are again consistent with the plasma flow directions usually
observed on either side of an electric field reversal. We therefore
identify the region of the "inverted V" events in Figure 7 as being
coincident with a small, rather poorly defined, electric field reversal.
In the region of the electric field reversal many large,
irregular fluctuations in the electric field, of the order of +50 mV
(m) , are observed with time scales of a few seconds. In several
cases these irregular variations are closely related to well-defined
boundaries of the "inverted V" electron precipitation bands. For
example, the "inverted V" event at 0703:15 UT is bounded by a brief
(l sec), 50 mV (m) southward spike in the electric field at the
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poleward boundary of the event (0703:10 UT) and by a similar northward
spike at the equatorward boundary (0703:20 UT). In this case the
"inverted V" band occurs in a region with a large latitudinal gradient
in the north-south electric field (corresponding to a shear in the
east-west plasma flow) between these two spikes. The "inverted V"
event at 0702:50 UT also appears to be associated with a large
latitudinal gradient in the north-south electric field, although the
detailed association is not as.discernible in this case. No convection
electric fields are detectable in the plasma sheet region during this
pass.
C. Orbit 3667
The third pass selected, orbit 3667, is positioned near local
midnight. The energy-time spectrogram for the precipitated electron
intensities during this pass is shown in Plate 3« A notably intense
"inverted V" electron precipitation event is evident in this spectro-
gram at 0622:55 to 0623:25 UT. Several less distinct "inverted V"
bands with maximum energies of a few keV are also evident at 0623:25
to 062^ :^ 5 UT. As shown in Figure 8, the electron energy flux for
2 —1the most intense of these events is about 20 ergs (cm -sec-sr)~ .
As usual, the "inverted V" events are located poleward of the electron
(E > 1*5 keV) trapping boundary.
The region of lower electron intensities encountered at
to 0627:30 UT, equatorward of the electron (E > i)-5 keV) trapping
boundary, is again identified as the plasma sheet. The maximum
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precipitated electron energy flux in the plasma sheet region is about
2 -1
6 ergs (cm -sec-sr) , larger than in the previous two plasma sheet
observations, but again significantly less than the peak precipi-
tated energy flux in the "inverted V" band. The equatorward termination
of the plasma sheet can be readily seen at 0627:30 UT in both Plate 3
and Figure 8.
The electric fields for this pass are shown in the top panel
of Figure 8. Again the electric field can be determined with an
accuracy of +10 mV (m) or better. As seen from Figure 8, measurable
convection electric fields are detected within both the "inverted V"
and plasma sheet zones during this pass. The electric field in the
"inverted V" region is again characterized by large, ~ 50 mV (m) ,
irregular fluctuations with time scales of a few seconds. The most
striking features of these electric field variations are the ~ 125 mV
(m) spike in the south-eastward electric field component at 0622:55 UT
and a very similar, but oppositely directed (north-westward) spike
at 0623:50 UT. The onset of the first, south-eastward spike is coinci-
dent, within the accuracy of the determination, with the poleward
boundary of the major "inverted V" event. As shown by the vertical
guide lines in Figure 8 the second, north-westward, spike is
coincident with the equatorward boundary of this "inverted V" band.
The electric field between these two spikes is very irregular but
does appear to have an overall gradient from southeast to northwest
as the spacecraft moves equatorward. Despite the remarkable latitu-
dinal symmetry of the electric field associated with these two spikes
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the "inverted V" event is not located symmetrically with respect to
the electric field variations. As shown in Figure 8, the maximum
energy fluxes for the "inverted V" event are located poleward of the
midpoint between these two spikes. Further equatorward, at 0623:50 to
about 062U:1*0 UT, more irregular fluctuations in the electric field of
lesser amplitudes are observed and are associated with relatively
moderate electron precipitation events.
When the spacecraft enters the plasma sheet at about 062h:k-5 UT
the large, irregular electric field fluctuations characteristic of
the "inverted V" electron bands abruptly terminate and the electric
field variations become relatively smooth. Within this plasma sheet
region, the convection electric field is less than 10 mV (m) near
the poleward boundary, but increases to approximately 65 mV (m)
near the equatorward boundary of the plasma sheet. The latter elec-
tric field component is in the south-eastward direction and corresponds
to a north-eastward convection velocity component of about 2-9 km
(sec) . At the equatorward boundary of the plasma sheet the
convection electric field abruptly decreases to zero, as shown by the
vertical guide line at 0627:35 UT in Figure 8. The plasmapause is
located at 0628:15 (+30 sec) UT, nearly coincident with the equator-
ward boundary of the plasma sheet. The plasmapause location is
identified in this case by a "break-up" of the lower hybrid resonance
noise band, known to occur at the plasmapause boundary [Carpenter et
al., 1968], and by an abrupt increase in electron densities simultan-
eously monitored with the AFCRL electron density instrument on Injun 5«
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A very similar example of large convection electric fields near the
equatorward termination of the plasma sheet is found in Figure 1 at
0903:00 to 0905:00 UT.
D. Orbit 3655
The fourth pass selected for discussion, orbit 3655, traverses
the auroral zone at approximately 0-5 hours magnetic local time and
has been chosen to further illustrate phenomena within the midnight
sector. The energy-time spectrogram for the precipitated electron
intensities during this pass is shown in Plate U. The electron
(E > U5 keV) trapping boundary is located at 06^ 5:20 (+10 sec) UT as
shown by the arrow at the bottom of Figure 9* On this pass a single
"inverted V" precipitation band with moderate intensities is located
just poleward of the trapping boundary, at 06UU:UO to 06^ 5:15 UT.
The region equatorward of the trapping boundary, at 06U5:15 to 06U7:30
UT, is again identified as the plasma sheet from the characteristic
spectrums and intensities of the plasma-sheet electrons and their
location equatorward of the trapping boundary. For this example, the
maximum precipitated electron energy flux in the "inverted V" band
is less than that within the plasma sheet region, as is typical of
the auroral charged particle precipitation observed in the local
post-midnight and dawn sectors [Frank and Ackerson, l°/72a].
As can be readily seen from Figure 9> the electron energy
fluxes in the plasma sheet have quasi-periodic pulsations with periods
of about 10 seconds. These pulsations are also seen in the spectrogram
of Plate U, especially at energies above about 1 keV, and in the
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electron (E > U5 keV) intensities (not shown here). Frank and Ackerson
[I972b] have determined the length of the magnetic field line from the
spacecraft to the corresponding mirror point in the opposite hemi-
sphere during this pass from the echo time of identifiable packets of
electrons with E > U5 keV associated with these pulsations. Such
observations showed that the magnetic field line length, from mirror
point to conjugate mirror point, varied from about 25 earth radii at
06h6:hk UT, to 50 earth radii at 06U6:23 UT for the most intense
segment of electron precipitation from the plasma sheet. The
corresponding geocentric radial distances at the magnetic equator
for these field lines are 10 and 20 earth radii, respectively, in
the dipole approximation. Frank and Ackerson [I972b] present sub-
stantial evidences that pulsating auroras (P,) can be attributed to
such fluctuations of plasma-sheet energy fluxes as those shown in
Figure 9-
The electric fields for this pass are shown in the top panel
of Figure 9. Significant deviations of the measured electric field
from the V x B field are evident throughout the "inverted V" and
s
plasma sheet zones. In contrast to the three previous examples,
the electric field variations are relatively smooth with only small,
< 10 mV (m) , fluctuations on a time scale of a few seconds or less.
The most prominent electric field effect for .this pass is the large .
southward electric field component detected at about 06hh:^ 0 to
06UU:55 UT. This electric field corresponds to a zone of eastward
convection and is associated with the moderate "inverted V" event
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positioned just poleward of the trapping boundary. As for previous
examples, the spatial features of the electric fields and of the
"inverted V" event are not exactly congruent. The maximum in the
in the convection electric field is positioned slightly poleward of
the most energetic part of the "inverted V" event. However, the
"inverted V" band is again located within a region which has a large
latitudinal gradient in the north-south electric field. In the
plasma sheet a small, ~ 30 mV (m) , southward electric field is
observed which decreases to zero at the equatorward boundary of the
plasma sheet at 06V7:20. The electric field variations within the
plasma sheet are quite different from those observed for orbits 7^ 76
(Figure l) and 3667 (Figure 8) for which the electric fields reach a
maximum near the equatorward boundary of the plasma sheet. No fluctua-
tions of the electric field are found which can be associated with
the pulsations of plasma-sheet energy fluxes.
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VI. DISCUSSION AM) INTERPRETATION OF LOCAL EVENING OBSERVATIONS
In the day-side polar cusp at low altitudes the intense low-
energy (~ 100 eV) "inverted V" electron precipitation bands are
positioned at the electric field reversal and the electron (E > k5 keV)
trapping boundary. This general relationship is also observed frequently
for the more energetic (l to 10 keV) "inverted V" electron precipi-
tation events at local evening (see Figure 6, for example). The
"inverted V" bands are broader in these later local-time sectors and
are located typically in a region adjacent to and poleward of the
trapping boundary. However, these bands have also been observed at
latitudes substantially above the trapping boundary [cf. Frank and
Ackerson, 1972a]. At still later local times, in the late-evening
and pre-midnight sectors, the electric field reversals are smaller and
less distinct and in many cases a single, well-defined electric field
reversal cannot be identified (see Figures 7, 8, and 9 as examples).
When a clearly defined electric field reversal can be identified,
an "inverted V" electron precipitation event is usually positioned
at the electric field reversal. Although the dominant, precipitated
electron-energy fluxes in the local evening are due to the "inverted
V" bands, smaller but still significant electron precipitation is
also found in the plasma sheet region equatarward of the electric
field reversal. From the standpoint of comparing these results with
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ground-based observations it is important to note that, although the
most intense auroral arcs are usually produced by the "inverted V"
events at the electric field reversal, visible auroral emissions can
also be expected from the plasma-sheet electrons precipitated in the
region of generally sunward convection equatorward of the electric field
reversal, particularly during the expansive phase of a polar magnetic
substorm.
For all cases investigated here in the local afternoon and
evening sectors the "inverted V" electron precipitation events are
found to be associated with large, typically > 30 mV (m) , irregular
electric field fluctuations with time scales of a few seconds or less.
These electric field fluctuations are normally confined to the immediate
vicinity of the "inverted V" events, as in Figure 7 and 8. In many
cases these irregular fluctuations provide such a distinctive
"signature" that the location of the "inverted V" events could be
predicted with good reliability from the electric field measurements
alone without prior reference to the plasma observations. Often these
electric field variations appear to comprise one or more pairs of
oppositely directed "spikes", of a few seconds duration or less,
each of which are usually identified with distinct boundaries of the
electron precipitation region (see Figure 8 at 0622:55 and 0623:50 UT,
for example). The abrupt changes in the electric field at the bound-
aries of the precipitation region may correspond to the abrupt rotation
in the electric field direction observed on rocket flights [Mozer
and Fahleson, 1970; Choy et al., 1971] near the boundaries of an auroral
arc. It is of interest to note that these oppositely directed spikes
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in the north-south component of the electric field, as in Figure 7 at
0702:35'to 0702:50 UT, correspond to a decrease in the electrostatic
potential within the "inverted V" region. The "inverted V" events,
however, are usually not located symmetrically relative to the
spatial configuration of these oppositely directed electric fields.
In most cases the energetic part of the "inverted V" event occurs
where a large latitudinal gradient exists in the north-south electric
field component (see Figure 9 at 06UU:U5 UT, for example). Within
the energetic part of the "inverted V" event the electric field can
be quite large, > 50 mV (m)~ , (see Figure 7 at 0702:50 UT, for example)
in contrast to various rocket measurements of electric fields at lower
altitudes [Aggson, 1969; Potter, 1970] which indicate that the elec-
tric field is small, < 10 mV (m)~ , within an auroral arc. These
contrasting results at different altitudes could be taken as evidence
for an electric field component parallel to the geomagnetic field.
However, other rocket measurements [Mozer and Fahleson, 1970] have
shown that larger, ~ 30 mV (m) , electric fields are also observed
in auroral arcs. Because of the relatively few rocket measurements
of electric fields within auroral arcs in the ionosphere and the
uncertainty.as to whether these flights pass through "inverted V"
events comparable to those detected by Injun 5> we feel that no firm
conclusions can be drawn about the presence of electric fields
directed parallel to the geomagnetic field from the above body of
observations.
In the plasma sheet, equatorward of the electron (E > ^5 keV)
trapping boundary, the electric field variations are quite different
from those in the "inverted V" electron precipitation bands. The
electric field in the plasma sheet is. usually relatively smooth on
a time scale of tens of seconds (or a horizontal distance scale of
hundreds of km) or less with no evidence of the large-amplitude
electric field fluctuations such as those encountered in the "in-
verted V" region (compare these two regions in Figure 8, for example).
In the local dawn and dusk sectors the convection velocities in the
plasma sheet are generally sunward since the plasma is located on
closed geomagnetic field lines equatorward of the electric field
reversal [Frank and Gurnett, 1971]• In the local midnight sector
the convection electric field is highly variable with marked changes
in both magnitude and direction from pass to pass. In Figure 7,
for example, no convection electric field is detectable within the
plasma sheet during this pass. The plasma sheet observations of
Figures 1 and 8, on the other hand, are characterized by relatively
large convection velocities near the equatorward boundary of the
plasma sheet. However, the directions of the convection velocity
components detected in the plasma sheet are different for these two
cases (westward in Figure 1 and north-eastward in Figure 8). The
variability in the east-west direction of the convection velocity
near local midnight is probably due to the fluctuations in the
east-west location of the stagnation point for the generally sunward
flow of plasma from the geomagnetic tail. The large convection
velocities, ~ 3 km (sec) ~, at the equatorward boundary of the
plasma sheet may mean that convection electric fields are more
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important than previously thought for the transport, loss, and de-
energization of plasma-sheet charged particles penetrating into this
region of the magnetosphere [see discussions by Vasyliunas, 1968;
Kennel, 1969].
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VII. OBSERVATIONS DURING A POIAR MAGNETIC SUBSTORM
In this section we present a series of low-altitude observations
during a polar magnetic substorm. The substorm of interest here occurred
at 1530 to 1900 UT on February 2k, 1970. Several factors contribute
to make the satellite measurements during this event particularly
useful for investigating electric field and plasma phenomena associated
with a substorm. First, the magnetic signature of this substorm is
exceptionally clear. The magnetic disturbances during this storm have
a well-defined onset and are preceded by a period of several hours
during which no significant magnetic activity is observed. Second,
essentially continuous world-wide observations are available in the
dawn-dusk meridional plane both prior to and during this event.
Third, the spacecraft rotation rate, orientation, and altitude are
such that the (~ north-south) convection electric field can be
determined with an accuracy of better than +10 mV (m) over both
the northern and southern hemispheres during the substorm.
Superposed H-traces from the magnetograms of a series of
selected auroral zone observatories are shown in Figure 10 for the
period of this polar magnetic substorm [S.-I. Akasofu, private
communication]. The difference between the upper trace (AU) and
the lower trace (AL) of the envelope is the auroral electrojet
activity index, AE. The onset of the substorm is clearly signaled
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by the abrupt increase in the AE index at about 1530 UT. Following
the onset of the substorm, a negative bay of about 500 gammas is
observed at numerous auroral zone magnetic observatories in the
local evening and midnight sectors. The magnetic disturbances associa-
ted with this substorm reach a maximum at 1600 to 1630 UT and recover
to the pre-storm values at about 1900 UT.
The convection velocity components for three consecutive polar
passes during the initial phases of the substorm are shown in Figure 11.
The northern hemisphere polar pass of orbit 6871, shown in the top
polar diagram of Figure 11, occurs well before the onset time of the
substorm. The convection velocities during this pass are generally
small except for a small region at the local morning at about 80°
invariant latitude. The next polar pass, over the southern hemisphere
on orbit 6871, is shown in the middle polar diagram of Figure 11.
This pass is nearly coincident with the onset of the substorm (see
Figure 10). Very large convection velocities, > 3 km (sec) , are
detected over the polar region during this pass. The plasma convection
during this pass comprises a large zone of anti-sunward flow over the
polar cap and adjacent zones of sunward flow at lower latitudes in the
local morning and evening sectors. These zones of sunward and anti-
sunward flow are separated by electric field reversals at about 1519:00
and 1533:00 UT. The anti-sunward convection velocities over the polar
cap for this pass are unusually large and are not commonly encountered
with Injun 5- However, similar cases with nearly uniform, anti-
sunward convection velocities over the polar cap have been reported
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previously (see Figure 7 of Cauffman and Gurnett [1971], for example).
The next polar pass, over the northern hemisphere on orbit 6872, is
shown in the bottom diagram of Figure 11. This pass occurs about
one hour after the onset of the substorm and shortly after the time
of maximum magnetic disturbance. The convection velocities during
this pass are again in the anti-sunward direction over the polar
cap and in the sunward direction at lower latitudes. These zones
of oppositely-directed plasma flow are separated by electric field
reversals located at about 162^ :30 and l63U:00 UT. The convection
velocities, ~ 1.5 to 2.0 km (sec) , are smaller and less uniform
over the polar cap relative to those of the preceding pass over the
southern hemisphere. The equatorward boundary of the sunward con-
vection zone at local evening has also shifted from ~ 70° to ~ 59° INV
during the time interval, ~ 75 minutes, between these latter two
passes (see Figures 12 and 13)• The electric fields for subsequent
passes during the recovery phase of the substorm display a general
trend toward smaller convection velocities, < 0.75 km (sec) by
1900 UT, with less uniformity in the zone of anti-sunward plasma
flow over the polar cap.
The electric field and charged particle observations for the
southern hemisphere pass of orbit 6871, near the onset of the substorm
are shown in Figure 12. The electric field reversals separating the
regions of sunward and anti-sunward plasma flow are evident in the
top panel of Figure 12 at about 1519:00 and 1533;00 UT. The electron
(E > U5 keV) trapping boundary at local evening, shown by the vertical
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dashed line at 1516:00 UT, is located within the zone of sunward
convection several degrees equatorward of the electric field reversal.
This relationship is very unusual since, as shown previously by Frank
and Gurnett [1971], the electron (E > U5 keV) trapping boundary is
typically positioned coincident with the electric field reversal,
to within the accuracy of the determination. The electron (E > k-5 keV)
trapping boundary in this case clearly does not coincide with the
boundary between open and closed magnetic field lines since the
sunward plasma flow equatorward of the electric field reversal occurs
on closed magnetic field lines [Frank and Gurnett, 1971]• In fact
since the most probable source of magnetospheric plasmas in these
regions is the magnetosheath which is known to be relatively void of
these more energetic electron intensities, there is no compelling reason
to believe that all closed field lines must be always populated with
measurable intensities of these energetic electrons, particularly with
respect to regions of newly injected plasma within the plasma sheet.
This sunward plasma flow in the local evening sector is also associated
with a region of enhanced low-energy electron and proton intensities
as shown by the shaded band in Figure 12. From the relatively soft
energy spectrums and overall intensities of these particles and their
location on closed magnetic field lines, the region encountered at
1516 to 1518 UT is observationally identified with the plasma
sheet adjacent to the downstream magnetosheath along the evening
flanks of the magnetosphere [cf. Figure 7 of Frank and Gurnett, 1971].
The enhanced intensities of lower energy electrons and of 1030 < E <
20UO-eV protons within this zone are believed to be those of magneto-
sheath plasma which is being injected into the plasma sheet. The
intensities of higher energy protons (11.0 < E< 17.^  keV) at 1513
to 15l6 UT are to be identified as the signature of the earthward ex-
tension of the plasma sheet, the extraterrestrial ring current. The
latitudinal distribution of the plasma-sheet electron intensities, the
location of the electron (E > U5 keV) trapping boundary, and the
penetration of the ring-current protons to lower L values than the
plasma-sheet electrons are in substantial agreement with the spatial
structure of the near-earth plasma sheet reported by Frank [I9?lc] at
similar local times with high-altitude measurements near the magnetic
equatorial plane.
The electric field and charged particle observations at
approximately one hour later, during the northern hemisphere pass
of orbit 6872, are shown in Figure 13. The electric field reversals
separating the regions of sunward and anti-sunward plasma flow are
well-defined and located at l62U:30 and l63U:00 UT. The positions of
the two electron (E > k$ keV) trapping boundaries are shown by the
vertical dashed lines in Figure 13« In contrast to the preceding pass,
the electric field reversal and the trapping boundary in the local
evening sector of this pass are located more nearly coincident,
within ~ 2° INV of each other. However, the electron- (E > k5 keV) -
intensities are seen to have changed severely within the outer radiation
zone during the time interval between these two passes. By comparing
Figures 12 and 13, it can be seen that the electron (E > 5^ keV)
intensities decreased "by approximately one order of magnitude at
local evening and increased by approximately one order of magnitude
at local morning. Craven [1966] has reported similar observations
of abrupt depletions of the outer radiation zone electron intensities
at low altitudes during magnetic storms. Since no similarly spectacu-
lar depletion of the outer zone electron intensities has been reported
for measurements near the magnetic equatorial plane to our knowledge,
it is presumed that this "depletion" effect observed at low alti-
tudes involves principally only electrons with pitch angles within and
near the loss cone.
The"abrupt increase of electron (E > k5 keV and 1160 < E <
20^ 0 eV) intensities at 1633:U5 (+15 sec) UT, poleward of the trapping
boundary in the local evening sector, is attributed to an energetic
"inverted V" electron precipitation band [cf. Frank and Ackerson,
19?2a]. Although the detailed "inverted V" energy-time structure
cannot be resolved with these low bit-rate observations, several
characteristic features allow us to identify this intensity increase
as an "inverted V" type event. These characteristics include the
location of the event poleward of the trapping boundary, the electron
energy spectrum and intensities, and the angular distribution of the
electron intensities. Note that this "inverted V" event is also
associated with an abrupt change in the (~ north-south) electric
field at about 1633:30 UT, similar to those of the electric field
observations of orbit 5696 displayed, in Figure 6.
As shown by the electron intensities at 250 < E < kkO eV and
1160 < E < 20UO eV of Figure 13 enhanced intensities of low-energy
(100 eV to 1 keV) electrons are observed throughout the region of anti-
sunward convection at 162^ :30 to 163^ :00 UT. The electron intensities
are nearly uniform at intensity levels which are more than an order
of magnitude greater than the threshold intensity for the detector in
these energy ranges over the polar caps. These electron intensities
are anisotropic with the intensities at pitch angles a = 90° factors
~ 5 less than those at a = 0°. Normally, the electron intensities
observed over the polar caps are at or near the intensity threshold
of the detector for these energy ranges. For example, no comparable
electron intensities are observed over the southern polar cap region
during the pass shown in Figure 12, or during the preceding northern
hemisphere pass two hours earlier. Measurements for the remaining
polar passes during the substorm recovery show that the enhanced polar-
cap electron intensities continue to be present for a period of
about two hours over the northern polar cap at somewhat lesser in-
tensities. However, comparable electron intensities are not observed
over the southern polar cap for any pass during this event. Thus, a
pronounced north-south asymmetry appears to exist for the intensities
of this low-energy, polar cap electron precipitation. This asymmetry
for the polar cap intensities during substorm and quiescent periods
will be discussed more thoroughly in a future report.-
VIII. DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE SUBSTORM OBSERVATIONS
DURING FEBRUARY 2U, 1970
The simultaneous electric field and plasma measurements
reported here for the polar magnetic substorm of February 2k, 1970,
delineate several important new features of magnetospheric electric
fields and their relationship to the dynamical processes occurring
during a polar magnetic substorm. As discussed by Rostoker [1972],
the development of a substorm may be described in terms of three basic
phases, the growth phase, the expansive phase, and the decay phase.
The expansive phase is characterized by the poleward motion of visible
auroral arcs [Akasofu, 1968] and a rapid intensification of the
ionospheric current system over a period of a few minutes. The
sudden onset of the magnetic perturbations evident in Figure 10 at
15^ 0:00 (+5 min.) UT is identified as the start of the expansive
phase of this substorm. The growth phase of a substorm is associated
with a small increase in magnetic activity [McHierron, 1970] over
a period of several tens of minutes preceding the expansive phase
and is presently believed to be a signature of the injection of
energy into the nightside magnetosphere. Careful inspection of the
magnetograms of Figure 10 shows that the first" recognizable magnetic
activity associated with this storm occurred at
Correspondingly, the relatively moderate magnetic activity at
to 15^ 0 UT preceding the expansive phase is identified here with the
growth phase of the substorm. The decay phase of a substorm follows
the expansive phase and typically lasts for one to two hours. The
decay phase of the February 2k, 1970, substorm is readily identified
in Figure 10 and spans the period ~ 1600 to 1900 UT.
An examination of the sequence of events during this particular
substorm shows that the large region of anti-sunward plasma flow
observed over the southern polar cap on orbit 6871 precedes the onset
of the expansive phase of the polar magnetic substorm by 10 to 15
minutes (cf. Figure 10 and 11). Since at least an additional ~ 10
minutes is required for the convection of magnetic field lines from
the dayside polar cusp region to the spacecraft, it is clear that a
greatly enhanced magnetic merging rate was established at the sunlit
magnetopause substantially before the expansive phase of the substorm.
This increase in the merging rate at the magnetopause must have
occurred not more than one hour before the onset of the expansive
phase of the substorm since no comparably large region of anti-
sunward plasma flow was observed for the northern hemisphere pass
of orbit 6871 one hour earlier. However, a relatively narrow zone
with convection velocities of 1 to 2 km (sec) is detected in
the local morning sector during this pass (see Figure 11). Since
the growth phase of the substorm commences almost concurrently with
the detection of these large convection velocities, it is believed
that tKis zon^ ~ipf~enfaaiic&i^ la8ma-^ low-4H-~the-J.ocal-iriQrnin
subsequent expansion into the large-scale flow pattern observed one
hour later are directly associated with the growth phase of this
1*5
substorm. The onset of the growth phase of this polar magnetic
substorm appears to have been triggered by a notable change in the
direction of the interplanetary magnetic field in the vicinity of
the earth at 1^ 20 (+10 min.) UT (N. F. Ness, private communication).
The direction of the interplanetary magnetic field changed from
dominantly sunward to anti-sunward at this time. These observations
of an enhanced anti-sunward plasma flow during the growth phase of
this substorm are generally consistent with current ideas on the
origin of substorms [cf. Axford, 1969] in which the transport and
build-up of- magnetic flux in the tail of the magnetosphere precede
the expansive phase of the substorm.
An estimate of the electrostatic potential over the polar
regions during this substorm can be obtained from the electric field
observations for the southern hemisphere pass of orbit 68?1 and the
northern hemisphere pass of orbit 68?2. During these traversals of
the polar caps the electric antenna axis was oriented approximately
parallel to the spacecraft velocity vector so that the electrostatic
potential, <E, can be determined by directly integrating the measured
electric field E
ds,
"^ wlieTe~ds~±g^ an~el:ement~of length—along the—satelli-te trajectory-.—The-
actual antenna alignment for these two passes is shown by the
convection velocity directions in Figure 11 (the antenna axis is
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perpendicular to the arrows in this diagram). Although the antenna
axis does not remain exactly parallel to the velocity vector during
these passes, the error introduced by this misalignment is small,
^ 10$, if the electric field is generally in dawn-dusk direction,
as it is expected to be in this case [cf. Cauffman and Gurnett, 1971].
The electrostatic potential computed for these two polar
passes is shown by the solid lines in Figure Ik. Because of the
large misalignment of the antenna axis relative to the velocity
vector at middle and low latitudes during these orbits (due to the
rotation of the spacecraft) the electrostatic potential cannot be
determined directly for these segments of the orbits. Since the
convection electric field is believed to be very small at middle
and low latitudes, as observed in a frame of reference rotating with
the earth, we have assumed that the electrostatic potential is constant
along these segments of the orbit as shown by the dashed lines in
Figure lU. Due to temporal fluctuations of the convection electric
field and the nonconservative electric field produced by the magnetic
perturbations accompanying the substorm, the world-wide potential
distribution obtained during this orbit is expected to be subject
to substantial errors attributable to these variations. However,
the potential variations observed during individual polar cap
crossings should be considerably less compromised by the above -. - -
effects because the time interval for such measurements is relatively—
short. As shown in Figure lU, the maximum potential differences from
dawn to dusk across the northern and southern polar regions are very
similar, 235 kV and 2^0 kV, respectively. These potential differences
are much larger than the potential differences usually encountered
over the polar caps with Injun 5, typically of the order of 50 kV
[Cauffman and Gurnett, 1971, Frank and Gurnett, 1971]. The potential
difference of ~ 125 kV between the dawn and dusk regions is also
quite large and cannot be accounted for by a steady-state flow
pattern.
An important new relationship revealed by the charged particle
observations for this substorm is that just prior to the expansive
phase of the substorm the electron (E > ^5 keV) trapping boundary
in the local late-evening sector was located about 5° INV equator-
ward of the electric field reversal (see Figure 12). Since it has
been previously established that the electric field reversal and
the electron (E > ^5 keV) trapping boundary are typically coinci-
dent within observational errors [Frank and Gurnett, 1971] this
electric field-plasma relationship must be regarded as quite unusual.
We attribute the poleward movement of the electric field reversal
location, relative to its usual position near the trapping boundary,
as being due to the rapid reconnection of field lines in the down-
stream magnetosheath and creation of "new" closed field lines in the
distant plasma sheet which are not yet populated by energetic elec-
trons with energies E ^  ^ 5 keV. The observation of plasma-sheet
-eleetrQns—and—pgotons-poleward of the^ brapping boundary and in the
region of sunward convection (see the shaded portion of Figure 12)
provides substantial evidence of the increased reconnection rate and
the corresponding poleward expansion of the plasma sheet as viewed
at low altitudes. The subsequent relaxation of the electric field
reversal location back to its usual position near the trapping
boundary during the decay phase of the substorm (see Figure 13) is
interpreted as being due to a decrease in the downstream reconnection
rate followed by a filling up (of the region of newly created closed
field lines within the plasma sheet) with energetic electrons via
gradient and/or electric drifts from adjacent regions populated with
such electrons or via local electron acceleration.
One further noteworthy effect encountered during this substorm
is the presence of enhanced intensities of precipitated low-energy
electrons over the northern polar cap during the decay phase of the
substorm. Since the magnetic field lines in this region of anti-
sunward flow must presumably pass through the magnetosheath before
connecting into the solar wind, the most apparent source for these
low-energy (100 eV to 1 keV) electrons is the high-latitude magneto-
sheath. If these precipitated electrons do originate from the mag-
netosheath, the question immediately arises as to why these electron
intensities dramatically increased during the course of this polar
magnetic substorm. The marked asymmetry in the electron precipitation
over the northern and southern polar caps undoubtedly provides an
important clue as to the" origin of these electrons. The north-south
asymmetry in the mergingl^ ates at the sunlit magnetopaTise-at-iiigh
latitudes introduced by the radial component of the solar-wind magnetic
field [cf. Frank, 1971*] and the asymmetry introduced by the seasonal
tilt of the earth's magnetic dipole axis relative to the solar wind
direction are considered the most likely asymmetries which could be
responsible for the observed difference in precipitation over the
northern and southern polar caps. Further examples of these electron
precipitation events are being investigated to provide more infor-
mation concerning the mechanisms responsible for this electron
precipitation over the earth's polar caps.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Plate 1 Energy-time spectrogram of the precipitated electron in-
tensities observed for a northern hemisphere pass over the
auroral zone at about 18.8 hours MLT. Several distinct
"inverted V" electron precipitation events are observed
at 0027:10 to 0028:20 UT.
Plate 2 Energy-time spectrogram of the precipitated electron in-
tensities observed for a northern hemisphere pass over the
auroral zone at about 23-0 hours MLT. Several "inverted V"
electron precipitation bands are evident at 0702:20 to
0703:25 UT. The plasma sheet extends from about 0703:25
UT to the end of the pass at 0707:25 UT.
Plate 3 Energy-time spectrogram of the precipitated electron in-
tensities observed for a northern hemisphere pass over the
auroral zone at about 2^ .0 hours MLT. Several "inverted V"
events are evident at 0622:55 to 062^ :^ 5 UT. The plasma
sheet is encountered at 062^ :^ 5 to 0627:30 UT.
Plate h Energy-time spectrogram of the precipitated electron in-
tensities observed for a northern hemisphere pass over the
auroral zone at about~~OT5~"hours-MSIh—A-me»derarfee—Inverted—
V" event is observed at 06U^ :UO to 06^ 5:15 UT and the plasma
sheet extends from 061*5:15 to 06^ 7:30 UT.
Note: Plates 1 through k are to be published in color.
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Figure 1 Simultaneous observations of VLF hiss, convection electric
fields, and charged particle intensities for a noon-
midnight meridional pass over the southern polar cap
and auroral zone. Note that the polar cusp is located
in the zone of eastward convection just poleward of the
electric field reversal and the electron (E > U5 keV)
trapping boundary.
Figure 2 A polar diagram showing the direction and magnitude of
the convection velocity components associated with the
electric field observations in Figure 1. The polar cusp
is located within the zone of eastward convection at
0850:10 to 0852:10 UT.
Figure 3 Two further examples illustrating the relationship between
the polar cusp (shaded), the convection electric
field, and the electron (E > 1*5 keV) trapping boundary
(vertical dashed lines).
Figure U A polar diagram showing the direction and magnitude of
the convection velocity components for the southern
hemisphere polar pass of orbit 75&1 in Figure 3. The
convection velocity in the polar cusp, from about 0830
to 0832 UT, is westward, indicating that the "stagnation
point" for the polar-cusp plasma flow is.located east
ef-^ fche-spaceegaft-for this example..
Figure 5 A polar diagram showing the direction and magnitude of
the convection velocity components for the northern
hemisphere polar pass of orbit 6802 in Figure 3. The
maximum low-energy electron intensities in the polar
cusp are encountered essentially coincident with the
electric field reversal at 222U:20 UT.
Figure 6 The electric field and precipitated electron energy
fluxes corresponding to the energy-time spectrogram of
Plate 1. The electric field reversal, ~ 50 mV (m) ,
at 0027:^ 5 to 0028:05 UT occurs within the most energetic
of the "inverted V" bands.
Figure 7 The electric fields and precipitated electron energy
fluxes corresponding to the energy-time spectrogram of
Plate 2. Note the large, ~ 50 mV (m)~ , irregular
electric field variations associated with the "inverted
V" events and the absence of any comparable fluctuations
within the plasma-sheet region.
Figure 8 The electric field and precipitated electron energy fluxes
corresponding to the energy-time spectrogram of Plate 3-
Note the large irregular electric field fluctuations
associated with the "inverted V" events and the large,
~ 65 mV (m)~ , electric fields near the equatorward
boundary of the plasma sheet. The equatorward termination
of this convection zone is coincident with the plasma-
pause location as determined with simultaneous VLB1 elec-
tric field measurements.
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Figure 9 The electric field and. precipitated electron energy
fluxes corresponding to the energy-time spectrogram of
Plate h.
Figure 10 Superposed H-traces from the magnetograms of a series
of selected auroral zone observatories during the polar
magnetic substorm of February 2k, 1970.
Figure 11 A polar plot of the direction and magnitude of the
convection velocity components detected during the mag-
netic substorm of February 2k, 1970. The time periods
of these polar passes are shown shaded in Figure 10.
Figure 12 The simultaneous electric field and charged particle
measurements during the southern hemisphere polar pass
of orbit 6871, approximately 10 to 15 minutes before
the onset of the expansive phase of the substorm.
Figure 13 Simultaneous electric field and charged particle measure-
ments for the northern hemisphere polar pass of orbit 6872,
shortly after the expansive phase of the substorm.
Figure lU The electrostatic potential over the polar regions as
determined by integrating the electric field components
along the spacecraft trajectory. The dashed lines corres-
pond to regions at low- and mid-latitudes where the electro-
static potential cannot be computed directly because of
unfavorable alignment of the electric antenna axis, and
- where the convection electric fields have been assumed
to be zero.
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